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GIVE THE GIFT OF SPORT!

FOR THE LOVED ONE IN YOUR LIFE WHO HAS IT ALL
Make a difference this Christmas and give the GIFT OF SPORT by
creating opportunities for everyone, because in the end, we are
always #strongertogether!
Visit the campaign on our website to learn more
Click HERE to get your giftcard directly via Paypall ❤️
OR
Donate by making a transfer to our bank account:
FR76 3000 3003 7700 0372 6332 035
BIC: SOGEFRPP
Leave your email address and you will receive a beautiful egiftcard for your donation, which you can personalise, print and
give as a present to your friends, family and/or colleagues this
Christmas.

HOW YOUR DONATIONS SUPPORT US
We

deeply

thank

you

for

your

and

your

€5 JUMP ROPE

generosity

€10 YOGA BLOCK

beloved ones happy holidays!

€20 SPORTS BRA
€25 SPORTS LEGGINGS
€30 BOXING GLOVES
€35 COMPETITION ENTRY
€40 DUMBBELL PAIR
€50 1 MONTH TEACHER SUPPORT
€50 BOXING PADS
€75 PAIR OF RUNNING SHOES
€100 COACHING FOR TEACHER
€200 CLIMBING CRASH PADS

and

wish

you

GYM

"GYM, a photobook by Hilde Honerud, represents for me the resistance,
the resilience and the strength that our community in the gym has." Estelle Jean

The description:
Gym is a photobook by Hilde Honerud. During the years 2018-2020, Honerud
carried out a major work associated with the refugee camp Moria Camp, on
the island of Lesvos in Greece, where she joined people doing sports
through the organization Yoga and Sports with Refugees (YSR). Hilde
Honerud's special edition of GYM has a bright yellow cover, a gold and silver
slipcase and includes a limited edition print from her project. 100 % of the
proceeds will be donated to Yoga and Sport with Refugees
Purchase the book HERE

PHOENIX
The 25th of November was the premiere of the short video Phoenix directed
by Lukas Tielke from Peoplegraphy. Phoenix is a 6 minute video about
women’s rights in Afghanistan. Starring 3 of our athletes: Sohaila, Zeinab
and Zahra who do kickboxing with YSR. The movie focuses on their strive to
achieve their dream: become professional fighters and inspire other women
to stand for their rights. Men and women are equal! Sohaila, Estelle and
Nina were in Dusseldorf for the premiere, where they talked with more than
150 people about the film, YSR, and the position of women in Afghanistan.
Watch the video HERE.

LESVOS

On Lesvos

The same situation continues on Lesvos; there are still heavy restrictions in the exit from the
camp. People are only allowed to go out of the camp 2-3 times per week in a three hour
frame, depending on their identification number. The police keeps giving 300 euro fines to
those who are out of the camp when it is not their turn.
Around 1000 people received their documents and left the island. Around 2.300 people still
on the island (camp and Mytilini). In November Aegean Boat Report have registered 107
illegal pushbacks. In November 150 people arrived on Lesvos and 817 people were transfered.
In the project

It was the last month of our gym coordinator Yadullah
Mousawi. In December he will leave Greece. Yadullah has
been active in Yoga and Sport for more than 2 years, as a
yoga student, yoga teachers, wrestling student, akro yoga
student and coordinator. We will miss him a lot.

Lunch with teachers Toumba

We had a very special and beautiful day with the teachers in
Toumba, thanks to the donation of Holm from ONE TEAM.
We organized a very
tournament in Spanos.

big

and

successful

volleyball

We have new tatami in the gym, and it looks amazing. We
could buy this because of the donation of Emmanuel Millet.
Thanks to Leave no one behind, from now on our students
can have a warm and deserved shower in their installations
(located 3 minutes to the gym) after their training.
The coordination team is participating in a Leadership
Training with Dona from “Che Amigo”.
More and more teachers join english classes with our
partners School of Peace and Wave of Hope, where our
community coaches Ali Mustafa and Arvin are teaching and
providing english classes.

Teachers
18 teachers in total.
New:
Sina (yoga)
Amir (K1)
Left:
Mahdi (K1)

Coordinators
Yadullah (volunteers/gym)
Miren (project)
Louise (volunteers)
Yadullah left in the end of the
month and his successor will be
Toryalay!

New tatami!

Volunteers
In total 15
Madeline, Bethan, Debi,
Isabella, Katjuša, Meghan,
Daniel, Aran, Priya, Arjan,
Sina, Linda, Amir, Ali ,
Farsad

ATHENS

In Athens
The Greek government implemented stricter COVID rules in the country because the number of COVID
cases is rising drastically, leading to capacity problems in the Greek Emergency care. There is a strict '2G'
policy, which also applies in the gym for everyone that is 18 years and older.
There are still many people arriving in Athens, the refugee population is now over 40.000 in Athens. The
camps are overcrowded and more and more people are relocated to camps elsewhere in Greece. We
also see a lot of people with papers leaving to Germany and France.

Painting the gym

In the project

Many things have happened in November in the Athens gym. Starting with
the 2 new coordinators that begon November 1, Claude and Fatemeh.
New activities:
Else and Lara started teaching dance classes for 1 month, preparing for a show of
the choreography in the beginning of December.
We started football training in Filothei hill
We started Hip Hop classes in cooperation with HipHop4Refugees
We added two new bodybuilding times in the morning and are now open in the
morning as well.
Nina, Estelle, Lisa, Doreen, Mahdi, Sultan, Hadi, Ehsan and Morteza ran in
the Athens Marathon weekend!
The 20 of November the gym had a makeover and was painted and reorganized! It looks so beautiful now!
We found a YSR house in Athens close to the gym for our coordination
team.
We received a lot of in kind donations:
Holm donated fitness materials
Hoka donated 5 boxes of shoes
4 boxes with clothing came from Switzerland
Nieks (one of our volunteers) company Backroads donated 100 water bottles
Training:
Nina and Claude had a safeguarding training by better days
Teachers had a training with Tyler defining the values of our gym: Empowerment,
Equality, Respect & Responsibility
Teachers and team had a CPR training
Teachers and team had a warm-up training by Dimitros Dimitriadis

Teachers
New:
Ervan (Football)
Chris (HipHop)
Left:
Morteza (running)

Coordinators
Aref (project)
Fatemeh (volunteer)
Claude (project)

CPR training

Volunteers
Zeynab
Tyler
Marta
Abbas
Marie-Kirstine
Rasmus
Chiara
Else
Lara
Guillaume

HSR IOANNINA

In Ioannina

As mentioned in the Athens section, many people are transfered from Athens to other
places on the mainland. One of these places is Katsikas camp. Many new people have
arrived to the camp from Malakasa camp in Athens, approximately 300.
The financial chaos still exists. The financial assistance was not reinstated on the 15th of
November as promised. More young teenagers and men are going to work in
employment with poor working conditions on the fields in the country side. On the one
hand it is good they can work and earn some money now there is no cash assistance, on
the other hand people get exploited on the fields, earning very little and working under
poor conditions. In Ioannina the weather is getting very cold and rainy, making it harder
to do sport, especially outside.
In the project:
First of all, our wonderful coordinator Kirstine left us for a job
opportunity with GAME in Denmark. We want to thank her from the
bottom of our hearts for all the amazing work she did with Habibi and
Sport.
Our women climbing teacher Nasiba and Community volunteer Arezo
also left Greece.
We had a teacher training week with Mahdi, Fatemeh and Nina joining
us from Lesvos and Athens. Our boxing and yoga teachers had an
amazing week learning new skills. We have seen an incredible
improvement in the standard of teaching, and Sakine, our new yoga
teacher, taught her very first solo classes! Our running team was
supported by Nina to improve their techniques, and Mojtaba has
stepped up to lead running training since the visit. We also had some
amazing team bonding moments, cooking together and spending our
evenings enjoying each others company. The whole trip gave an
incredible energy boost to Habibi and Sport
We received 200 footballs from UEFA for YSR. We have donated some
of these to other camps close by, such as Aghie Eleni and Nea Cavala.
We have also donated some to Epirus organisation, who support
unaccompanied minors in the city of Ioannina, and Second Tree, who
facilitate Scout activities in Katsikas and Ioannina for children.
Construction began on our climbing wall, to close the space and
weatherproof it, so we can use it even on stormy days, and improve
our safe spaces for women in sport.

Teachers
Sakine - Yoga
Rahman - Volleyball
Fereshte - Dance and Fitness for
women
Emal - Climbing
Ali Asghar - Handball
Payman - boxing
Massoumeh - Women boxing

Coordinators
Kirstine
Maeve

Volunteers
Astrid
Benjamin
Mahdi
Zainab
Construction team: Michel,
Max and Jule

THE PROJECTS IN NUMBERS
Lesvos:
Number of activities:
Number of teachers:
Total amount of participants in all the projects:
Average amount of students per week:

Division of students over the different projects:
Boxing
8.9%

Volleyball
18.1%

Number of men/women/kids
in the projects:

Fitness
7%

Wrestling
1.5%

MINORS
27.3%

K1
4.6%

Climbing
10.1%

14 (-5)
22 (+0)
1607 (-244)
402 (-61)

MEN
55.3%

Yoga
4.8%

Women Sport
2.6%

WOMEN
17.4%
Football
34.9%

Athens:

Number of activities:
Number of teachers:
Total amount of participants in all the projects:
Average amount of students per week:

Division of students over the different projects:
Football
10.6%

Dancing
3.5%

Number of men/women/kids
in the projects:

Taekwando
12.3%

Gymnastics
3.5%

Parkour
7%
Running
2.5%

Kickboxing
7%
Wrestling
5.3%

14 (+3)
15 (+2)
1880 (+270)
470 (+40)

Minors
36.1%

MEN
41%

Bodybuilding
17.6%

Zumba
8.8%
Boxing
7%

Women
23%

Women fitness
7%

Habibi and Sport with Refugees Ioannina
Number of activities:
Number of teachers:
Total amount of participants in all the projects:
Average amount of students per week:

Division of students over the different projects:
Handball Boxing
7.6%
4.4%
Women Fitness
5.6%
Open gym
24.1%

11 (+0)
8 (+2)
749 (-190)
103 (-132)

Number of men/women in
the projects:
WOMEN
35%

Climbing
10.5%
Women dance
4.9%

Football
9.6%
Volleyball
23.8%

MEN
65%

GENERAL FINANCES

We are 100% funded through independent donations

Income

Expenses

Our total income this month: 23.644,92
Income from volunteer house: 1.300
Support from Three Peas: 400
Website: 2.010,85
Marina Hatsopoulos: 8.559
Moncada Solidaria (for women sport): 4.000
Choose Love (Oct and Nov): 6.000

Our total expenses this month: 16.514,74
Expenses Lesvos: 3028,20
Expenses Athens: 5.633,31
Expenses HSR Ioannina: 3.533,98
General expenses: 3.675,75

Income per category:
Expenses per category:

PayPal
0.5%
Moncada Solidaria
18.9%

Motor & travel expenses
5.4%

Choose Love
28.4%

Teachers
14.6%

Field sports
4.8%
Website
9.5%

Gyms
17.1%
Marina
40.4%

Directors
13.2%

Housing volunteers

Other forms of support
2.9%
Physical donations:
HOKA shoes for Athens
100 water bottles from Niek for Athens
Boxes Claude for Athens
200 footballs for Ioannina and Athens
30 Yoga matts Manduka Europe for
Ioannina and Athens
Fitness equipment Holm for Athens
General Fundraising Update
This month we received a lot of physical
donations, especially for the Athens gym and
for Ioannina.
In November Marina volunteerd in Athens,
made portraits of the students, and helped
Nina to create a new budget structure. On top
of that she donation 10,000 dollars. We can
not express how thankful we are for this.
We received the support from Choose Love for
2 months.
We received support from Moncada Solidaria
for creating a safe space for women in
Ioannina and women sport. It is amazing that
we can pay the closing of the space in
Ioannina from this.

Housing directors
3.3%
Housing coordinators
21.7%

Explanation of Expenses
We spend a lot of money on the
renovation of the gym in Ioannina and
Athens and the new coordinator house
in Athens.

The coordinator salaries for Lesvos &
Athens were paid 30/11 so they come
only in the December accounting, that
is why the amount for coordinator
support is very low this month.
We have many new teachers, which
leads to increased budget for the
support of the teachers.

COMMUNITY & OUTREACH

Publications

Article about Nina in Athens in
Irunmag.gr
Premiere Dusseldorf Phoenix: Movie
project about Women’s rights in
Afghanistan. Starring 3 of our athletes:
Sohaila, Zeinab and Zahra who do
kickboxing
with
YSR.
The
movie
focuses on their strive to achieve their
dream: become professional fighters
and inspire other women to stand for
their rights.

Social media

Facebook (YSR)
Total likes: 3.377 (+15)
Total followers: 3.631 (+23)
Total posts: 12 (-6)
Instagram (YSR)
Total followers: 3.482 (+61)
Total posts: 15 (-3)
Facebook (YSR Athens)
Total likes: 657 (+41)
Total followers: 703 (+43)
Total posts: 6 (+6)
Instagram (YSR Athens)
Total followers: 797 (+48)
Total posts: 4(-4)
Facebook (HSR Ioannina)
Total likes: 27 (+4)
Total followers: 29 (+5)
Total posts: 0 (-2)
Instagram (HSR Ioannina)
Total followers: 519 (+41)
Total posts: 5 (-2)

Mahdi Khawari
Team Energy, Kickboxing teacher, just left Greece
“This is my family. People come together to keep
up their motivation and energy. My team stays in
touch even though they’ve left the island. We
follow each other on Instagram and send
pictures on Whatsapp. Wherever they go, they
send pictures and ask how things are at the
camp. We talk about how nice it would be to
practice together again. We’re friends for life.”

Nasrullah Jafari
Team Energy, K1, Lesvos

“Before, I was always thinking about the future. With
training, I focus only on the sport and don’t think about
any other negative things. After training, my mind is
fresh, and I feel much better. It brings me a smile, a very
good feeling.I built my character here as a sports
person, a healthy person, always positive. I work hard
and I never give up. I understand now that nothing is
impossible.”

UPDATE ON POLICY PRIORITIES
QUICK SUMMARY

Priorities:
GENERAL PRIORITIES
Improve volunteer engagement: Plan will be discussed in all coordinators
meeting beginning of December.
Build an ambassador network: Not much progress.
Do a big December fundraiser: Launched!
Create a multi-year strategy and budget: no update, planned for November
Develop an annual ToT-cycle: The proposal is handed in and we did many
trainings this month in all the locations.
PRIORITIES LESVOS
Organise more competitions and activities for the teams: Lunch in Toumba
with the teachers and volleyball tournament. In December there will be a
football tournament.
Organise the upstairs space and make a need list: we have new tatami!
Develop the moveable gym project: the weather is cold now for outside
activities.
Organise cultural awareness training sessions for volunteers and teachers: to
discuss in all coordinator training beginning of December.
PRIORITIES ATHENS
Expand the schedule: We added dancing & theater in the morning and are also
open from 10-12am for bodybuilding.
Offer specific classes in cooperation with different organisations: Work in
progress.
Implement a new registration system with membership cards: Finally
implemented.
Be stricter on cleaning and attendance of teachers and students: We did a
renovation day the 20th of November and have implemented new cleaning
structures.
PRIORITIES IOANNINA
Build a good relationship with the team and the community: This is going very
well now.
Recruit teachers and improve the activities: There are 3 new teachers this
month.
Train the teachers and professionalise them: Nina, Mahdi & Fatemeh went to
Ioannina to upskill the boxing, yoga, women fitness & running coaches. In 2022
LKTBF and Team PE International will come to Ioannina for professional
training.
Fundraise enough money for the rest of the year and the first 4 months of
2022:
Hopefully
through
the
December
fundraising
campaign.
The
winterization and an important part of the woman safe space creation are
financed by Moncada this month.

WITH THANKS TO OUR PARTNERS:

Free movement
skateboarding

MVI

MSF

LAVA

KONFRONT

LessTalkAthletics

Spanos

HABIBI

Refugym

VidMob

IPF

Zaporeak

One Happy Family

Proemaid

INTERSOS

CAC

ChooseLove

GAME

MWF

WWBT

FENIX

Three Peas

KOIZ

LKTBF

